
 
Why do we love mysteries? 
Why do we all love mystery books so much? For me it’s because 
I adore puzzles. I love crosswords and codes and brainteasers 
and riddles, and that is what is at the centre of a mystery book - a 
lovely big puzzle. In Week 1 we created a detective and in Week 
2 we started to think about settings and about what crimes might 
take place in them. So hopefully you now have three parts of 
your mystery jigsaw : 

You know who is going to solve the crime.  

You know what the setting for your story is. 

You know what the crime that your detective is going to solve is. 

This week we are going to work on all the details of how the crime took place and how 
to lay down clues so that your detective has a really tricky puzzle to solve.  

Now, when you start to develop your puzzle you are going to have to ask yourself one 
big question …. 

Has my crime taken place yet?  
Mystery stories are not always told in the same order. In the Hercule Poirot books by 
Agatha Christie (known as the Queen of Crime), the crime usually takes place at the 
very start of the story and the mystery is ‘who did it’? But that’s not the only order that 
you can use for your mystery. In my books I have taken two different approaches : 

• In The Disappearing Diva and in The Phantom Portrait Max works out that a crime is 
going to happen and has to stop it from happening, so the crime doesn’t happen till 
the end of the book. 

• In The Catnap Caper Max knows from the start that a crime has been committed and 
sets out to find out who the culprit is. 
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So first off - decide whether your detective is going to solve a crime or uncover and 
prevent one.  

Now we’re onto six more questions and you are going to ask them a 
LOT! 
Who, What, When, Where, How, Why? 
These are the five questions that your detective is going to want to answer to solve the 
whole mystery so you need to be very clear about the answers. Look at the table 
below. They give the questions and a set of answers for one mystery story: 

Now because you are very very clever I’m sure you will have realised something - your 
detective will know the answer to some of these questions very early in the story and 
will spend the rest of the story trying to find out the answers to the others. So in the 
example above the detective will probably know that WHAT was stolen and WHEN, but 
will need to find out answers to the questions WHEN, HOW, WHY and WHO.  

Exercise - Who, What, When, Where, How, Why? 
Draw up a table like the one above and fill it in with all the answers for your puzzle. 
Think carefully about each question as you answer it and, if it helps, jot down any 
details that you might want to remember later on. Even draw a map or drawing of 
‘HOW’ the crime takes place if that helps. 

Question Answer

WHO Who is the villain? The King’s Butler

WHAT What crime has been 
committed?

The crown jewels have been 
stolen.

WHEN When did the crime take 
place?

The jewels were stolen while 
they were being transported 
from the Tower of London to 
the palace.

WHERE Where did the crime take 
place?

The jewels were stolen in the 
palace grounds.

HOW How was the crime 
committed?

The Butler swapped the box 
with the jewels in for an 
empty, identical box.

WHY Why did the villain commit 
the crime?

Because the jewels are very 
valuable. 
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ALL DONE? 

PHEW! What a lot of work that was, but let’s look at what we now have  -  

• You have your detective 

• You have your setting 

• You have all the details of your crime: 

• WHO villain is 

• WHAT the crime is 

• WHEN the crime took place 

• WHERE the crime took place 

• HOW the crime took place 

  And 

• WHY the villain did it 

Excellent work, detectives! Next time we are going to 
take a look at how to lay clues to lead your detective 
to the answer….. 
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